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Linux Aliases and Hidden Files
This document explains aliases – keyboard shortcuts – and how to use them. (Naturally, my
alias list includes Seismic Unix (SU) aliases.) Along the way I explain hidden files.
Caution: This discussion is about the Ubuntu Linux distribution. A different flavor of Linux
might not use the .bashrc and .bash_aliases files as they are discussed here.

1. Starter aliases
Aliases are keyboard shortcuts; that is, compact commands. Most aliases people make are
shortcuts of the “ls” (list files) and “cd” (change directory) commands but an alias can also run a
program. Aliases can be many things.
I installed Ubuntu 20.04. Let us pretend I have not defined any aliases. If I enter the “alias”
command with nothing following it, I will see all my available aliases:

“ls” aliases

Although I did not define any aliases, I have eight aliases! The managers of Ubuntu put these in
my .bashrc file. Above, the last four aliases are variations of the “ls” command; that is, they
list my files in different ways. The first is a slightly more colorful version of the basic “ls”
command. The second lists hidden files (described below) with other files. The third lists files,
including hidden files, in “long” format – one row per entry with permissions, file size, and
more. The fourth (bottom) adds color to any ls command.

2. Hidden files and “man” pages
Because the name of my bash resource file (.bashrc) starts with a period, it is a “hidden” file.
The usual command to “list” files in a directory is:

But this does not show hidden files, files that begin with a period. Hidden files are usually some
sort of system file, which system people think we should not see. A simple way to see regular
files and hidden files is:
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To see the many options of the “ls” command, open the help manual (“man”) page for “ls”:
$ man ls

“man” pages exist for many unix commands. Examples are cp (copy) and df (disk file report).
An example of df is later in this document.

3. Example Ubuntu .bash_aliases file
I like creating/using aliases, but I think it is dangerous to edit my .bashrc file. If I make a
mistake in that file, it could suddenly be a problem for me to use my account. I write from
experience. Fortunately, there is an alternative to putting aliases in the bash resource file. The
following lines are in my default .bashrc file:

The lines above mean, when I log in or when I “source” my .bashrc file, the .bashrc file will
read (if it exists) another hidden file, the .bash_aliases file.
When I write, “source” my .bashrc file, I mean that I enter the following command:
$ source .bashrc

Interesting fact: a new Ubuntu installation does not have a .bash_aliases file. So, I created
file.bash_aliases in my home directory. Below are the contents of my .bash_aliases
file.
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Most of the bottom “cd” aliases let me quickly move into directories that are source code (C
code) for Seismic Unix. The exception is “sudemos,” my quick change to the very rich folders
of SU demonstration scripts.
Important: The command to create an alias has no spaces around the equals (“=”) sign.

4. An alias to run a program
Suppose I have the text below in file zorro.sh in my “work” directory, a directory that is just
under my home directory.
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I realize saying “home” can be confusing. Know that when people say “my home directory,”
they almost always do NOT mean
/home

They almost always mean a top level personal directory, like
/home/david

or
/home/sara

I could have the following alias to execute the zorro.sh script:
alias zo='~/work/zorro.sh'

This example, the zorro.sh script, is not interesting, but if I create a script that I would run
frequently, for example a diagnostic program, I might find it useful to create a shortcut.
After adding an alias (or after editing an alias) in the .bash_aliases file, I have to “source”
my .bashrc file again to make the .bashrc file re-read the .bash_aliases file:
$ source .bashrc

if I am in my home directory

$ source ~/.bashrc

or, supply the path

If I have more than one terminal open when I “source” my .bashrc file, the other open
terminals will not be able to use any new or edited aliases until I also “source” the .bashrc file
in the other terminals.

5. Temporary alias
I do not find the following useful, but experts will laugh at me if I do not include this.
I can create a temporary alias; that is, an alias that only lasts as long as my current terminal is
open. To do so, I create an alias on the command line, not in the .bash_aliases file.
$ alias zo='~/work/zorro.sh'

Now this alias is available until I close this terminal.

6. Naming an alias
Before I name an alias, I test that name on the command line to be sure the operating system
(OS) is not using it. For example, I entered “flow”:
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This tells me “flow” can be a command, so, I would avoid “flow” for an alias name.
Another example: I typed “cc”:

Oops! That looks serious. To see the system “man” page for “cc”I entered:
$ man cc

and learned that “”cc” is a command to compile C and C++ code. I would definitely avoid using
“cc” as an alias name.
My point is, try to remember to test an alias name before using it. You could be overwriting a
valuable system command.

7. Alias hierarchy
If I have the same alias defined more than once, the last alias is the one the system will use. My
aliases are read, top-to-bottom in the .bashrc file, then my .bash_aliases aliases are read
top-to-bottom. Again, if there are duplicate aliases, the last one read is the one the system retains
for use.
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